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General Description
Faviki is a social bookmarking tool that allows users to annotate the contents of web pages by Wikipedia concepts. Using Wikipedia
as a source of a universal controlled vocabulary, it provides so-called ‘semantic tags’ which are standardized and computerinterpretable. In this way, Faviki is able to solve some common problems related to classic ‘folksonomy’ tags, in particular: polysemy,
synonymy, different lexical forms, and lack of a commonly agreed meaning of terms. In a wider perspective, Faviki aims to speed up
the transition from Web 2.0 to the Semantic Web.

The Problem
Tags represent keywords used to describe a web resource. They have been introduced by Del.icio.us to a wider audience in 2003,
and soon after they became an extremely popular way of organizing and sharing large collections of data in online social
communities. Compared to previous organization methods (categories/folders), tags are simple to add, flexible, and can designate
membership in more than one category at the same time. When used collectively they become a powerful categorization tool.
However, tags have some considerable disadvantages. They do not provide information about their meaning, the semantics of the
words tags may be composed of. Polysemy (the same word can refer to different concepts), synonymy (the same concept can be
pointed out using different words), different lexical forms (different noun forms, different verb conjugation, acronyms, different
languages), misspelling errors are some problems that arise when using tags.
For example, the tag ‘orange’ might refer to the fruit or the color, and the different tags ‘movie’ and ‘film’ can be used to describe the
same concept. This lack of semantic distinction leads to inappropriate connections between items, making them hard to search and
browse through. Tags are essentially a full text search mechanism, not graph linkages that machines can understand. Simply put,
the same reason that makes tags difficult to process also makes them so popular - they are just random words.
The Linked Open Data effort provides sets of referencable, semantically interlinked resources with defined meaning. However,
motivating people to use these resources for publishing structured data is still a great challenge, as applications that would allow
them to do that are still overly complex and not user-friendly.
On the one hand there are flexible tags with little structure or semantics widely accepted as a way of organizing information on the
Web, and, on the other hand, there exist highly formalized and complex semantic technologies and standards struggling to find their
way into the mainstream.
Finally, the problem is — how to add meaning to the tags, or, from the other perspective, how to bring Web 2.0 practices to semantic
technologies and make them more flexible and easier to use.

The Application
Faviki is a social bookmarking tool which allows users to use common, predefined tags to annotate web pages. Using the Wikipedia
collection of articles as a source of a universal controlled vocabulary, it provides so-called ‘semantic tags’. In this way, web pages
saved by users are not just described by random words but connected to uniquely defined concepts.
Bookmarks in Faviki are saved through a simple bookmarklet interface (Figure 1). Here, users can add tags and edit information
about bookmarks, such as a title of the web page, users notes, a quote from the web page, or the privacy options.
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Figure 1: Faviki bookmarklet interface

Adding tags in Faviki is slightly different from classic tagging because semantic tags must correspond to some Wikipedia concept.
Faviki allows users to add tags in more than one way, namely:
by starting to type in the input field and choosing a suggested Wikipedia concept from the autocomplete list.
by clicking on auto-suggested concepts. Auto-suggestion is accomplished by means of the Zemanta API which analyzes the
content of a page and finds the most relevant Wikipedia concepts (Figure 1).
by searching for Wikipedia concepts by means of an integrated Google search restricted to the domain en.wikipedia.org.
by browsing through the user‘s tags entered for the previously bookmarked web pages.
Bookmarks can be browsed in Faviki via tag clouds or the retrieved by search. Moreover, Faviki automatically shows related
semantic tags based on previously added bookmarks in the system. Faviki helps users to expand their knowledge by providing more
information on tags, such as short abstracts, images, homepage URLs and links to original Wikipedia articles.
Faviki experiments with Wikipedia categories used in Wikipedia for classification of articles. In Faviki, categories allow users to track
bookmarks by broader topics. It automatically classifies tags and thus it is able to ‘know’ that, for instance, ‘RDFa’, ‘Web Ontology
Language’ and ‘Controlled vocabulary’ belong to the common category ‘Knowledge representation’, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Knowledge representation topic page on Faviki

Faviki exploits another dimension of semantic tags that has not been possible before — multilingual semantic tagging. It allows users
to tag in 14 different languages, keeping web resources connected to the main English version and translating tags into the users’
languages. This means that, for instance, a resource that is tagged by different users in Japanese, French, and German tags, can
be still found by using tags in Russian, because English is used as an universal reference.
By combining several services, namely Zemanta API, Google Language API and DBpedia, Faviki connects non-English contents to
English Wikipedia concepts. The whole process from the fetching the core text of a web page to suggesting relevant tags in various
languages is described in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Suggesting semantic tags using Zemanta, Google Language API and DBpedia

Faviki’s features go beyond those of classic social bookmarking tools thanks to the fact that it is based on a consistent system
containing the same collection of tags for every user. The improved search and organization of data makes Faviki significantly more
effective, especially in the long run.

The Solution
In order to be computer-interpretable, tags have to be unique, standardized, and their names have to be agreed upon. Moreover, the
set of tags has to be huge. Is there a source of such tags? Fortunately, there is. The tremendous job of creating definitions of a huge
number of terms has already been done and the result can be found in the ‘central knowledge source of mankind’ — Wikipedia.
Besides displaying articles in a standardized (semi-structured) way, Wikipedia also has a standardized way of uniquely naming titles
and the URLs of associated articles which have been created and are constantly perfected by thousands of contributors.
Polysemy is solved in Wikipedia by adding additional information directly into names. ‘Orange (colour)’ and ‘Orange (fruit)’ both have
a clear meaning now. In addition, take an often used example of a word with plenty of meanings — ‘java’. The article ‘Java’
represents an island in Indonesia, ‘Java (programming language)’ is a popular programming language, ‘Java coffee’ is a coffee
produced on the island of the same name, ‘Java (cigarette)’ refers to a brand of Russian cigarettes, etc. Note that an article with the
name consisting solely of the term in question (in this case - ‘Java’) tends to be the most representative one, if there is any.
Synonymy, on the other hand, is solved in Wikipedia by the system of redirects. Try to type ‘http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Movie’ into
the address bar. You will be automatically redirected to the article named ‘Film’.
Thanks to DBpedia, it is possible to use the information from Wikipedia in an elegant way. DBpedia is a project that extracts
structured information from Wikipedia and makes it accessible on the Web in the form of RDF triples, under the GNU Free
Documentation License. As Wikipedia contains articles about many general-purpose concepts, DBpedia can also be seen as a huge
ontology that assigns URIs to a large number of concepts. This knowledge base can serve as the universal controlled vocabulary we
are looking for.
Put into context, tags referring to DBpedia are not just words anymore, they act as objects with properties specified further by literals
or typed links to other objects. In DBpedia there are some properties common to all tags, such as: an abstract, a picture, labels in
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multiple languages, and several properties dealing with classification.
For example, if we look at the DBpedia page for ‘Keith Richards’, we can learn some additional properties about him such as his
year of birth, his type of voice, the genre of music he plays, as well as his connections to other tags, such as that he is: born in
‘Dartford’, a current member of the band ‘The Rolling Stones’, plays ‘Fender Telecaster’ and ‘Gibson Les Paul’, and has occupations
of ‘Music producer’, ‘Musician’, and ‘Songwriter’.
Of course, the creation of a rich ontology out of Wikipedia data defining all these properties in a consistent fashion is a great
challenge. The current state is not perfect, but this data is much more useful compared to classic non-semantic tags. DBpedia tags
have great potential for supporting information integration and for enhancing the ‘intelligence’ of the Web.
Faviki currently uses 5.6 million DBpedia concepts — 2.7 million English titles and 2.9 million titles from other 13 languages. Some
of DBpedia datasets that are used frequently, such as titles and links to categories, are imported into Faviki. Other data, like
additional information about concepts (multilanguage descripitons, images, homepages) is accessed via simple SPARQL queries.
To ensure that Faviki is up-to-date with Wikipedia, it is periodically synchronized with new DBpedia releases. Moreover, It uses
different APIs for finding Wikipedia articles in order to help users find most appropriate and most recent concepts.

Key Benefits of Semantic Technology
enabling a tag standardization by adding a meaning;
connecting Web 2.0 and the Semantic Web with semantic tags;
connecting Wikipedia and social bookmarking;
re-using RDF data available on the Web;
facilitating information integration and knowledge discovery
facilitating communication between different services;
enabling auto-classification and multilingual semantic tagging;

Conclusion
Web 2.0 showed that it is possible to have successful systems based on decentralized creation and collaboration of big online
communities. Despite all its disadvantages, tagging emerged as a (good enough) way to integrate and organize the data. Semantic
tags, as an intersection point of the two worlds, have the potential to enable much faster evolution of the Web by providing a solid
foundation from which the Semantic Web can grow soundly.
We believe that Faviki’s approach demonstrates a number of benefits compared to classic social bookmarking systems, thanks to
the fact that semantic tags are just parts of a much more powerful system. By providing consistency, additional useful information
about tags, auto-organization using Wikipedia categories, and the ability to ‘understand’ tags in different languages, it just scratches
the surface of the possibilities that continuously emerge.
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